Convenient ultra-broadband femtosecond optical gating utilizing transient beam deflection effect.
A simple but robust ultra-broadband femtosecond optical gating method utilizing transient beam deflection effect is demonstrated with direct CCD imaging of the distorted single-color probe and the measurement of the chirp structure of a white light continuum generated from a CaF₂ plate. The non-collinear configured beam deflection gating technique not only preserves all the advantages of the previous optical Kerr lens based gating methods, such as having no phase matching conditions, little dependence on probe intensity or special nonlinear media, and no requirements on the pump-probe polarization relationship, but it also extends the measurable probe bandwidth. Meanwhile, it is also proved that the current gating technique is easy-aligned, free from the influence of the pump-probe pulse-front mismatch and the probe beam profile, which is much convenient for the characterization of ultra-broadband light pulses in the applications of ultrafast spectroscopy.